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What is the Nuts in Poker?
Published by: PokerOrg
One of the best feelings in poker is when a player flops the 0 nuts. This windfall opens up a range
of betting and money-making strategies. Every player wants the nuts.
To a person completely 0 unfamiliar with poker, flopping the nuts probably doesn’t sound
appealing. It always catches new players by surprise when someone says 0 it at the poker table.
However, for poker players, the nuts (or the “nut hand”) is the strongest possible hand in 0 a
particular situation. The nuts is an unbeatable hand. It means that no other player could have a
better hand, 0 considering the cards dealt to each player and the community cards on the board at
a given time.
Players in high-low 0 split card games, as in Omaha, use a version of the term as well. The nut
low is the best 0 possible low hand in a certain situation, and the nut high is the best high hand.
Things can go even 0 further with a nut-nut hand, which is a collection of cards that makes the
best low and high hand at 0 the same time.
History of the nuts
It would be easy to believe that men came up with the term “the nuts” 0 in poker, as poker has
long been a male-dominated game. While women may not always be comfortable using such
poker 0 terms as the nuts or nut-straight, the origins show that the terms actually have no gender
connotations.
Poker in the Wild 0 West
In the history of poker in America, poker was often associated with the Wild West. As a game that
was 0 actually played frequently in bars, saloons, and taverns, that correlation made sense. And in
this historical context, poker players were 0 known to bet anything in poker games. Cash was the
best form of currency, but serious games often prompted players 0 to bet other things like jewelry,
property, and anything else of value.
A person had to be confident in his hand 0 if he bet property and other items of great value. But
since bluffing is a central part of the game, 0 it could be tough to tell if a player truly had the best
hand.
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Proving the win
According to folklore, a player 0 who wanted to bet big and convince other players that he had the
best possible hand would have to prove 0 it. So, he would go to his wagon and remove the nuts
that held the wagon wheel in place. He 0 would put those nuts into the pot to show that he
believed in his bet. And if he lost the 0 hand or the bet, the nuts on the table represented a
promise not to leave without paying that bet.
If the 0 game happened to take place in the winter, those nuts would be cold. Therefore, they were
the stone-cold nuts.
What cards 0 are the nuts in poker?
Any cards can be the nuts in a poker hand. It all depends on the cards 0 dealt to the players
preflop and the community cards.
The best possible hand in all of poker is the royal flush. 0 But players rarely make a royal flush in a
poker game. The nuts, therefore, is the best combination of cards 0 in a particular hand.
For example, a player holds the Ace-Ten of spades. The flop comes King-Nine-Four, all spades.
That player 0 flopped the nuts, as no other starting hand could beat the top-ranking ace-high flush.
Another example would be if a 0 player holds pocket fours, and the dealer puts out Ten-Four-Four
on the flop. No hand can beat the quads on 0 the flop; therefore, it is the nuts.
Nuts in flux
Keep in mind that a player can flop the nuts, but that 0 hand may not remain the nuts after the turn
and river appear. An opponent can river a full house or 0 straight flush, for example, and become
the nuts.
Returning to the first example of the flopped nut flush, the player had 0 Ace-Ten of spades, and
the flop was King-Nine-Four of spades. If the turn card brings another King and the river 0 card
another King, the Ace-Ten is no longer the nuts. The nuts would be a player who holds the other 0
King.
Any two hole cards in Texas Hold’em can make the nuts on the flop, turn, or river. And those hole
0 cards are often not the pocket aces that players want to see preflop.
Checking the nuts — is it legal?
In short, 0 it is legal to check the nuts. In cash games, in particular, a player can check the nuts.
Most people view 0 checking the nuts as unethical behavior or soft-play. It’s considered
disingenuous if a person holds the nuts and checks. While 0 not technically illegal in most cases, it
is almost always considered wrong. Most players frown upon another person checking the 0 nuts
in live or online poker.
WSOP nuts rules
In poker tournaments, the rules vary. Some tournament rules, like those at the 0 World Series of
Poker, put the decisions at the feet of tournament staff. There is no mention of the nuts 0 in the
official WSOP rules. But it’s considered soft play to check the nuts, and at the WSOP, soft play 0
is not allowed. The WSOP rule regarding ethical play states, “Soft play will result in penalties that
may include forfeiture 0 of chips and/or disqualification.”
Checking the nuts may also be considered a violation of poker etiquette. The WSOP etiquette rule
leaves 0 those violations up to tournament staff. It doesn’t mention checking the nuts, but that
action can be considered a violation. 0 Checking the nuts wouldn’t likely result in ejection from a
tournament but could warrant a one-hand or one-round penalty.
PokerStars Live 0 nuts rules
In a PokerStars Live tournament, etiquette rules mention checking the exclusive nuts, noting that it
is not an automatic 0 soft-play violation. The tournament director makes the call.
There is an exception. If a player is relatively new to the game 0 or genuinely did not realize that
he or she held the nuts, there need not be a penalty.
What are the 0 pot odds for betting the nuts?
In a loose sense, pot odds is the ratio of the size of the pot 0 to the size of the bet. This concept is
an integral part of poker strategy.
For example, the pot isR$100. Player 0 A betsR$50, increasing the pot toR$150. Player B can
calculate the pot odds as the size of the pot ($150) 0 to the call required to stay in the hand ($50).



That is 150:50, which reduces down to 3:1. If Player 0 B has the best hand at least 25% of the
time, Player B should call.
Betting the nuts
A player who flops 0 the nuts has a 100% chance of winning the pot at that point. Therefore, a bet
is always the right 0 move. The size of the bet may vary, depending upon a variety of factors that
could allow that player to 0 build a bigger pot.
Betting becomes trickier, however, when betting the second-nut or third-nut hand.
Figuring the odds
Also consider the chances of 0 the turn or river to change the odds. A player must be realistic
about the pot odds post-flop. If the 0 turn or river gives other players outs, you must consider
those outs, along with the “image” of the opponent (that 0 is, the way you view the opponent’s
skills and playing style). You also have to think about the “texture” of 0 the board (that’s the
relationship between the visible cards), and their potential odds.
The most important rule of the nuts is 0 to bet strategically. And for a hand in which another player
could turn or river the absolute nuts, it’s just 0 as important to adjust the poker odds for those
chances.
Final thoughts on nuts in poker
There are many betting strategies regarding 0 flopping the nuts and drawing to the nuts. Each
requires the player to calculate the pot odds but also combine 0 that with other players’ betting
history. You also have to consider the outs another player could have to turn or 0 river a better
hand, and the amount of money at stake.
In a tournament, it’s vitally important to assess the hand 0 for the nuts and bet appropriately. A
wrong calculation could mean an exit from the tournament. However, in no-limit cash 0 games, a
player can play the nuts more liberally depending on the stakes.
Most importantly, a player must be able to 0 recognize the nuts, know their strength or
vulnerability, and be able to bet (and adjust the betting) accordingly.
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Messi pareceu ter cortado uma figura frustrada nos bastidores quando um novo regulamento da
Major League Soccer o impediu de  voltar imediatamente ao campo após a verificação das
lesões.
Com a Inter Miami por 2-0 contra Montreal no sábado, Messi estava  fora de campo quando k bet
equipe precisava que alguém desse um chute livre.
O argentino havia recebido momentos de tratamento no  campo mais cedo na primeira metade,
após um ataque do defensor George Campbell que levou o livre-chute a ser premiado  e depois
saiu da quadra. A situação trouxe "Regra Off Field Treatment" (Regras para Tratamento Fora dos
Campos) introduzida k bet  abril pela MLS s ao jogo!
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De acordo com as regras: "Se um jogador que tenha uma suspeita de lesão permanecer  no chão
por mais do 15 segundos, o árbitro vai parar e acenar para os médicos k bet campo.
"Quando seguro, o  jogador será removido do campo e permanecerá fora de jogo por um mínimo
que dura dois minutos até uma avaliação  mais aprofundada".
Incapaz de voltar ao campo, Messi virou-se para uma câmera televisiva à margem da mesa e
balançou a cabeça  dizendo k bet espanhol: "Com este tipo das regras..." O momento tem sido
amplamente compartilhado nas redes sociais.
O jogador de 36  anos não foi perdido durante o chute livre, no entanto. Matías Roja agarrou e
marcou na parte superior direita para  reduzir seu déficit k bet 2-1 causando um retorno ao jogo
Miami finalmente comemorou uma vitória por 3-2, a quinta conquista  consecutiva da liga pela
equipe que estende k bet corrida invicta para sete jogos. Luis Suárez e Benjamin Cremaschi
foram os  outros marcadores k bet um noite quando Messi não encontrou o net (rede).
Após a partida, o técnico de Miami Gerardo Martinos  disse aos repórteres que havia regras "que
devem ser revisadas".
De acordo com o livro de regras, a regra dos dois  minutos não teria efeito se Campbell tivesse
recebido um cartão amarelo ou vermelho pela falta k bet Messi.
“Exceções à regra do  tratamento off-field incluem casos de lesões na cabeça k bet potencial,
ferimentos no goleiro e eventos médicos graves que resultam nos  cartões amarelos ou
vermelhos”, diz a norma.
"Na situação de Leo, ele estava claramente sujo", disse Martino à ESPN. “O jogador  merecia um
cartão amarelo que significaria Messi nunca teria saído do campo por dois minutos”.
"Pelo que entendi, a equipe sofreu  com o erro foi punida. Com essas novas mudanças de regras
há situações k bet aberto e devem ser revisadas." A  infração era clara; um cartão amarelo para
nós: perdemos Leo por dois minutos".
contactou a MLS para comentar.  
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